
                                  You are invited to attend  

      a celebration of the full moon as the sun moves through sign of Aries. 

                                                It will be held on 

                           Saturday the 16th April 2022 

    at the Aquarius Healing & Education Centre 154 Mt Barker Rd Stirling 

                                                 6pm - 8.30pm                   

     Starting at 6pm for a shared tea and 7pm for the meditation. 

                              (Exact FM time is 4.25am 17/4/22 (Easter Sunday)  

Everyone is welcome to come to this event. There is no charge, however donations are gratefully accepted in the golden bowl at 

the event or can be made any time at People’s Choice Credit Union BSB 805 050 Account Name: Conscious Connection. Acct No: 

2371918. Account holder Margaret Tscharke. The event is hosted by Meg Tscharke and facilitated by myself Janet Schwarz. 

If you would like further information about this full moon or other work I do, please contact me on m.0400886872 or email me at 

skydancer8@bigpond.com or check out my website on www.wholisticpsychology.com.au  or on face book 

www.facebook.com/wholisticpsychology.  

To help Meg and I plan, letting us know of your attendance is helpful. A number of you already let us know If you cannot come and 

request to be part of the circle for the event on the inner planes. This makes a great contribution to the group energy, so please do 

this if it that feels right for you. We will acknowledge “absent friends” and include them energetically in the event. 

Pondering some of the energies of Aries 

Aries energy is masculine /yang, cardinal and fiery in nature. The constellation of Aries forms part of the cardinal cross of Aries Libra 

Cancer and Capricorn in the heavens and entry into it occurs at the equinoctial point when the days and nights and of equal length. Here 

in the Southern hemisphere this brings in the Autumn Equinox. These two equinoxes at Aries and Libra , create the points of pivotal 

balance within the wheel of the year. Aries for us here in the southern hemisphere is on the descending cycle towards winter, while in 

the northern hemisphere it occurs on the ascending cycle towards summer. The Aries spring energy in the northern spring moves in a 

fiery  blossoming, bringing new growth, vigor and youth. In our southern hemisphere  in the descending phase in autumn , we see the 

softer side of Aries - with the fire and the sun reflected in the beautiful leaf colours and in the verdant regrowth. Seeing how these 

ascending and descending cycles relate to the whole earth can  help correct a Northern hemisphere dominance in our  thinking. It also 

demonstrates how Aries can bring in a fire that is still intense but more tempered and balanced . The radiance of Spring and youthfulness 

cannot fully be appreciated without the fire that shines from a heart of wisdom and the tests and time of life’s experiences - and vice 

versa .   

Strong impetuous masculine fiery energies can produce imbalances like those which are occurring in the war in the Ukraine. The true 

warrior is the spiritual warrior who uses this initiating fiery impulse with spiritual insight and love, something the wisdom of life 

experiences can bring. In this more developed Aries energy, we see the use of an intuitive loving mind and of wisdom. Maybe the 

southern hemisphere can currently offer some energy of maturity and wisdom from our Aries experience to help balance out  the 

youthful rashness and impetuosity which may amplifying the dangerous imbalances happening  in the north. As we reflect on these Arian 

energies, we can put out for wisdom and maturity to prevail over the whole world. 

 I don’t want to be seen as saying that Putin’s actions are impulsive  because they are youthful and lack maturity. The imbalance he 

represents and expresses is dangerous and arises out of much life experience. Warring in the manner that he is, however, is not the path 

of the spiritual warrior whose actions are tempered by a loving/compassionate time- earned maturity and which thinks of the good of 

the whole planet but is rather the expression of an ego that has not has been tempered over time by deep soul learning and a love for 

the good of all.  The youthfulness Putin is expressing is a spiritual not a physical one. 

One way of working magically in the Ukraine situation during Aries, is to work with the ‘mature’ energies of the sign using some pentacle 

magic. (For the writing about the pentacle magic see e.g. the email I wrote on  5/2/22 or contact me and I will send some information 

you.) Adopting the  position of a spiritual warrior, we can use invoking pentacles  to bring in the spirit of balance and maturity and 

banishing pentacles to help release and transform those ego fires of Aries which are bringing  suffering, war and imbalance . Youthful 

enthusiasm and action is wonderful to see and needs encouragement but the impetuous action and fires of the unworked ego of our 

spiritual youth, can be extremely dangerous without the tempering and love of the heart and a mature attitude. Patriarchal structures 

and thoughts encourage this kind of imbalance and dominance.  

 I look forward to seeing you at the ceremony to talk and share further.   

  Love in the fiery light of the spiritual warrior.     Janet 
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